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The face of terrorism is changing. New adversar-
ies, new motivations, and new rationales have sur-
faced in recent years to challenge the conven-

tional wisdom on both terrorists and terrorism. More
critically, perhaps, many of our old preconceptions—as
well as government poli-
cies—date from terrorism’s
emergence as a global secu-
rity problem more than a
quarter century ago.  They
originated and took hold dur-
ing the Cold War: when radi-
cal left-wing terrorist groups
then active throughout the
world were widely regarded
as posing the most serious
threat to Western security.2

What modifications or “fine-
tuning” have been undertaken in Western responses since
then are no less dated, having been implemented a de-
cade ago in response to the series of suicide bombings
against U.S. diplomatic and military targets in the Middle
East that underscored the rising threat of state-sponsored
terrorism. The potential irrelevance of much of this think-
ing is perhaps clearest with regard to potential terrorist
use of weapons of mass destruction (WMD, e.g., nuclear,
chemical or biological weapons).  The difficulties in as-
sessing both actual and potential threats in this particular
area of terrorism studies are compounded by the aca-
demic community’s historical lack of attention to terror-
ism linked to WMD.

Although the literature on terrorism in all its manifesta-
tions is now extensive, there is an absence of serious,
non-alarmist, and non-sensationalist studies considering
the WMD dimension. Moreover, the majority of the handful
of publications that have more authoritatively addressed
this issue are themselves now seriously dated,3  having
been conceived and written in some instances nearly two
decades ago when very different international dynamics
existed.  Indeed, much of the research on potential uses
of WMD during the Cold War understandably concen-
trated on nuclear confrontation involving almost exclu-
sively the two superpowers and their allies. Potential
terrorist use of such devices was either addressed within
the Cold War/superpower paradigm or else dismissed,
given the prevailing patterns of sub-state violence and
the aims and objectives of violent non-state groups active
at the time.

Today, the threat of a general war—both nuclear and
conventional—between the Cold War-era superpowers
and their respective alliances has faded.  But, at the same
time, it has arguably been replaced by new security chal-
lenges of potentially far more amorphous, less quantifi-

able, and perhaps even
more ominous charac-
teristics that may also be
far more difficult to pre-
vent.

This essay focuses
specifically on one of
the most important
changes affecting inter-
national terrorism today:
the proliferation of ter-
rorist groups motivated

in part or whole by religious imperatives, rather than the
more familiar ideological and ethno-nationalist/separatist
groups that have dominated international terrorism in the
past. It argues that the growth of religious-inspired ter-
rorism has already contributed to international terrorism’s
increasing lethality and also that many of the constraints
(both self-imposed and technical) that previously pre-
vented terrorist use of WMD are eroding as well.  In this
respect, the different characteristics, justifications, and
mindsets of religious and quasi-religious—as compared
to secular terrorists—suggest that religious-inspired ter-
rorists will be the most likely non-state perpetrators to
use WMD. This essay concludes that this combination
of new motives, different rationales and increased op-
portunities coupled with enhanced terrorist capabilities
may lead to a new era of terrorist violence more danger-
ous and deadly than in the past.

THE CONVENTIONAL WISDOM AND
INTERNATIONAL TERRORISM’S
CHANGING CHARACTERISTICS

In the past, terrorist groups were recognizable mostly
as a collection of individuals belonging to an organization
with a well-defined command and control apparatus, who
had previous training (however rudimentary) in the tech-
niques and tactics of terrorism. Such groups were en-
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gaged in conspiracy as a full-time avocation, living un-
derground while constantly plotting terrorist attacks. At
times, they were under the direct control, or operated at
the express behest of, a foreign government.4   Radical
leftist (e.g., Marxist-Leninist/Maoist/Stalinist) organiza-
tions such as the Japanese Red Army, the Red Army
Faction in Germany, the Red Brigades in Italy, the 17th
of November Organization in Greece, and Dev Sol in
Turkey, as well as such ethnic/nationalist and separatist
terrorist movements as the Palestine Liberation Organi-
zation, the Provisional Irish Republican Army, and the
Basque ETA, conformed to this stereotype of the “tradi-
tional” terrorist group.  These organizations, moreover,
engaged in highly selective and mostly discriminate acts
of violence.  They targeted for bombing various “sym-
bolic” targets representing the source of their animus
(e.g., embassies, banks, national airline carriers, etc.).
Alternatively, they kidnapped and assassinated specific
persons whom they blamed for economic exploitation or
political repression in order to attract attention to them-
selves and their causes.

However, as radical or revolutionary as these groups
were politically, the vast majority were equally conser-
vative in their operations.  These types of terrorists were
said to be demonstrably more “imitative than innovative”:
having a very limited tactical repertoire directed against
a similarly narrow target set.5   They were judged as
hesitant to take advantage of new situations, let alone to
create new opportunities.  Accordingly, what little inno-
vation was observed was more in the terrorists’ choice
of targets6  or in the methods used to conceal and deto-
nate explosive devices and not in their tactics or espe-
cially in their use of nonconventional
weapons—particularly chemical, biological,  radiological,
or nuclear.7

Although various terrorist groups—Germany’s Red
Army Faction, Italy’s Red Brigades, and some Palestin-
ian organizations—had occasionally toyed with the idea
of using such indiscriminately lethal weapons, none had
ever crossed the critical psychological threshold of actu-
ally implementing their heinous daydreams. Admittedly,
in 1979 Palestinian terrorists poisoned some Jaffa or-
anges exported to Europe in hopes of sabotaging Israel’s
economy, and nearly a decade later, minute traces of
cyanide were discovered in Chilean grapes shipped to
the United States following threats made by a left-wing
Chilean group opposed to the Pinochet dictatorship.  But
these two isolated incidents were largely the extent of

actual terrorist use of such “nonconventional” weapons
and tactics. Most terrorists seemed content with the lim-
ited killing potential of handguns and machine-guns and
the slightly higher rates that bombs achieved. Like most
people, terrorists appeared to fear unfamiliar contami-
nants and toxins that they were uncertain how to fabri-
cate and safely handle, much less effectively deploy and
disperse. Indeed, of more than 8,000 incidents since 1968
recorded in the RAND-St. Andrews University Chro-
nology of International Terrorist Incidents, less than 60
evidenced any indication8 that the terrorists plotting such
attacks attempted to use chemical or biological agents or
intended to steal, or otherwise fabricate their own nuclear
devices.9

Finally, there was a general acceptance of the obser-
vation made famous by terrorism expert Brian Jenkins
more than two decades ago that, “Terrorists want a lot
of people watching and a lot of people listening and not a
lot of people dead.”10 Despite the events of the mid-
1980s—when a series of high-profile and particularly le-
thal suicide car and truck-bombings were directed against
American diplomatic and military targets in the Middle
East (in one instance resulting in the deaths of 241 Ma-
rines)—Jenkins still saw no need to revise his thinking,
reiterating that, “simply killing a lot of people has seldom
been one terrorist objective.... Terrorists operate on the
principle of the minimum force necessary.  They find it
unnecessary to kill many, as long as killing a few suffices
for their purposes.”11 This maxim was further applied to
potential terrorist use of WMD and used to explain the
paucity of actual known plots, much less verifiable inci-
dents. Within the context of potential terrorist use of ra-
diological or nuclear weapons, for example, Jenkins noted
in 1985 that:

Scenarios involving the deliberate dispersal of
toxic radioactive material...do not appear to fit
the pattern of any terrorist actions carried out
thus far.... Terrorist actions have tended to be
aimed at producing immediate dramatic effects,
a handful of violent deaths—not lingering ill-
ness, and certainly not a population of termi-
nally ill, vengeance-seeking victims.... If
terrorists were to employ radioactive contami-
nants, they could not halt the continuing effects
of their act, not even long after they may have
achieved their ultimate political objectives.  It
has not been the style of terrorists to kill hun-
dreds or thousands.  To make hundreds or thou-
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sands of persons terminally ill would be even
more out of character.12

In recent years, however, these long-standing assump-
tions have increasingly been called into question by ter-
rorist attacks that involved either a weapon of mass
destruction or caused large numbers of fatalities.  Three
unrelated incidents in particular have generated height-
ened concern that terrorism may be entering a period of
increased violence and bloodshed13:

• the 1993 bombing of New York City’s World Trade
Center by Islamic radicals, who deliberately attempted
to topple one of the twin towers onto the other while
simultaneously releasing a deadly cloud of poisonous
gas;
• the March 1995 nerve gas attack on the Tokyo sub-
way system, perpetrated by an apocalyptic Japanese
religious cult that killed a dozen persons and wounded
3,796 others,14 and the reports that the group also
planned to carry out identical attacks in the United
States15; and
• the bombing a month later, in April 1995, of an Okla-
homa City federal office building, where 168 persons
perished, allegedly by two anti-government, Christian
white supremacists hoping to foment a nationwide revo-
lution.

The connecting thread in each (although not neces-
sarily the sole motivating factor for the attack) of the
above is religion.16 Indeed, in addition to these incidents,
some of the most serious terrorist acts—either in lethal-
ity or political implications—of the past two years have
similarly had a salient religious element present.17

A NEW TYPE OF TERRORISM AND A MORE
SERIOUS THREAT

As the above three incidents demonstrate, the more
“traditional” and familiar types of ideological and ethnic/
nationalist and separatist organizations that dominated
terrorism for the past 30 years—and upon which ana-
lysts like Jenkins based many of our most fundamental
assumptions about terrorists and their behavior—have
now been joined by a variety of rather different terrorist
“entities” with arguably less comprehensible nationalist
or ideological motivations. This “new generation” of ter-
rorist groups frequently embrace not only far more amor-
phous religious and millenarian aims but are themselves
less cohesive organizational entities, with a more diffuse
structure and membership.18  Even more disturbing is
that in some instances their aims go far beyond the es-

tablishment of some theocracy amenable to their spe-
cific deity (i.e., the creation of an Iranian-style Islamic
republic in either Algeria, Egypt, or Saudi Arabia). Their
goals  embrace mystical, almost transcendental, and di-
vinely-inspired imperatives or a vehemently anti-govern-
ment form of “populism” reflecting far-fetched conspiracy
notions based on a volatile mixture of seditious, racial,
and religious dicta. In this respect, the emergence of ei-
ther obscure, idiosyncratic millenarian movements (such
as the Japanese Aum Shinri Kyo religious sect, which
committed the March 1995 nerve gas attack on the To-
kyo underground and the militantly anti-government, Chris-
tian white supremacist militias19 that have surfaced in
the United States and been connected to the April 1995
bombing of a federal government office building in Okla-
homa City) alongside zealously nationalist religious groups
(such as the Islamic extremists who carried out the World
Trade Center bombing, the Algerian Armed Islamic
Group, and the Lebanese Hezbollah with its links to vari-
ous shadowy Egyptian and Saudi extremist groups) rep-
resents a very different and potentially far more lethal
threat than the above-mentioned more familiar, “tradi-
tional” terrorist adversaries.

INTERNATIONAL TERRORISM’S
INCREASING LETHALITY AND ITS
GROWING RELIGIOUS DIMENSION

While some observers point optimistically to the de-
cline in the number of international terrorist incidents
during the 1990s as an especially noteworthy and salu-
tary development in the struggle against terrorism, at the
same time the proportion of persons killed in terrorist
incidents has paradoxically increased. According to the
RAND-St. Andrews University Chronology of Interna-
tional Terrorist Incidents,20 a record 484 international
terrorist incidents were recorded in 1991 (the year of the
Gulf War) followed by 343 incidents in 1992, 360 in 1993,
353 in 1994, and falling to 278 incidents in 1995 (the last
year for which complete statistics are available). But,
while terrorists were becoming less active, they were
also becoming more lethal.  For example, at least one
person was killed in 29 percent of terrorist incidents in
1995: the highest percentage of fatalities to incidents re-
corded in the Chronology since 1968—and an increase
of two percent over the previous year’s record figure.21

By comparison, only 17 percent of international terrorist
incidents on average killed anyone in the 1970s and just
19 percent in the 1980s.  Whether this development rep-
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resents an enduring or an inchoate trend remains un-
clear.  It nonetheless highlights the observation that in-
ternational terrorism is more lethal today than it has been
in the past and therefore raises the question: why this is
so?

Among the various reasons that account for terrorism’s
increasing lethality,22 the most significant perhaps is the
dramatic proliferation of terrorist groups motivated in part
or whole by a religious imperative.23  In 1968, for ex-
ample, none of the 11 identifiable international terrorist
groups active that year (the year credited with marking
the advent of modern, international terrorism), for ex-
ample, could be classified as religious.  Not until 1980 in
fact—as a result of the repercussions from the revolu-
tion in Iran the previous year—do the first “modern,”
religious terrorist groups appear,24 but they amount to
only two of the 64 groups active that year.  Twelve years
later, however, the number of religious terrorist groups
had increased nearly six-fold, representing a quarter (11
of 48) of the terrorist organizations who carried out at-
tacks in 1992. Significantly, this trend has not only con-
tinued but has accelerated. By 1994, a third (16) of the
49 identifiable international terrorist groups could be clas-
sified as religious in character and/or motivation. In 1995,
their number increased yet again, now to account for
nearly half (25 or 42 percent) of the 58 known, active
terrorist groups.

The trend of terrorism motivated by a religious im-
perative causing higher levels of lethality was borne out
by the pattern of international terrorism during 1995 (the
last calendar year for which complete data from the
RAND-St. Andrews Chronology is currently available).
Although religious terrorists committed only 25 percent
of the recorded international terrorist incidents in 1995,
they were nonetheless responsible for 58 percent of the
total number of fatalities recorded that year.25 Viewed
from another perspective, those attacks that caused the
greatest numbers of deaths in 1995 (e.g., all the terrorist
incidents that killed at least eight or more persons) were
all perpetrated by religious terrorists.26

CHARACTERISTICS OF RELIGIOUS
TERRORISM

The reasons for the higher levels of lethality found in
religious terrorism may be explained by the radically dif-
ferent value systems, mechanisms of legitimization and
justification, concepts of morality, and Manichean world
view that the religious terrorist embraces compared with

his secular counterpart.27  For the religious terrorist, vio-
lence first and foremost is a sacramental act or divine
duty executed in direct response to some theological de-
mand or imperative. Terrorism thus assumes a transcen-
dental dimension,28  and its perpetrators are thereby
unconstrained by the political, moral, or practical con-
straints that seem to affect other terrorists. Whereas
secular terrorists generally consider indiscriminate vio-
lence immoral and counterproductive,29 religious terror-
ists regard such violence not only as morally justified, but
as a necessary expedient for the attainment of their goals.
Religion, therefore, serves as a legitimizing force—con-
veyed by sacred text or imparted via clerical authorities
claiming to speak for the divine. Clerical sanction is im-
portant to religious terrorists, and religious figures are
often required to “bless” (e.g., approve) terrorist opera-
tions before they are executed. For example, the group
of Jewish messianic terrorists, who in 1984 plotted to
blow up the Dome of the Rock in Jerusalem (Islam’s
third holiest shrine) in hopes of provoking a cataclysmic,
nuclear “holy war” that would result in the obliteration of
all Israel’s Arab enemies,30 had made it clear to their
leaders that they could not implement the group’s battle
plan without specific rabbinical blessing.31  Similarly, the
World Trade Center bombers specifically obtained a
fatwa, or religious edict, from Sheikh Omar Abdel-
Rahman (who is now also imprisoned in the United States)
before planning their attack.32  In the case of the Ameri-
can Christian white supremacists, the leaders of these
groups are often themselves clergymen—like the Michi-
gan Militia’s33 founder and “general” Pastor Norman
Olson, the Idaho-based Aryan Nations’ leader Rever-
end Richard Girnt Bulter, and the Ku Klux Klan’s Pas-
tor Thom Robb—who deliberately cloak themselves with
clerical titles in order to endow their organizations with a
theological veneer that condones and justifies violence.

Religious and secular terrorists also differ in their con-
stituencies. Whereas secular terrorists attempt to appeal
to a constituency variously composed of actual and po-
tential sympathizers, members of the communities they
purport to “defend,” or the aggrieved people they claim
to speak for, religious terrorists are at once activists and
constituents engaged in what they regard as a “total war.”
They execute their terrorist acts for no audience but them-
selves.  Thus, the restraints on violence that are imposed
on secular terrorists by the desire to appeal to a tacitly
supportive or uncommitted constituency are not relevant
to the religious terrorist.  Moreover, this absence of a
constituency in the secular terrorist sense leads to a sanc-
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tioning of almost limitless violence against a virtually open-
ended category of targets—that is, anyone who is not a
member of the terrorists’ religion or religious sect.  Thus,
the rhetoric common to “holy terror” manifestos describes
persons outside the terrorists’ religious community in deni-
grating and dehumanizing terms such as, “infidels,” “non-
believers,” “children of Satan,” and “mud people.”34  The
deliberate use of such adjectives to condone and justify
terrorism is significant, in that it further erodes the con-
straints on violence and bloodshed by portraying the ter-
rorists’ victims as either “sub-human” or “unworthy” of
living.

In addition, where the aims of the “secular political”
terrorists can be described as utilitarian—seeking to bring
about changes to achieve the greatest benefits for the
greatest number—the aims of “religious political” terror-
ists are more accurately defined as the attainment of the
greatest possible benefits for themselves and their co-
religionists only.  This aim further engenders a tremen-
dous disparity between ends and means.  Where the
secular terrorist sees violence primarily as a means to an
end, the religious terrorist arguably tends to view vio-
lence as an end in itself.

Finally, religious and secular terrorists also have starkly
different perceptions of themselves and their violent acts.
Where secular terrorists regard violence as a way of
instigating the correction of a flaw in a system that is
basically good or as a means to foment the creation of a
new system, religious terrorists see themselves not as
components of a system worth preserving, but as “out-
siders,” and therefore seek vast changes in the existing
order.35This sense of alienation also enables the religious
terrorist to contemplate far more destructive and deadly
types of terrorist operations than secular terrorists and
indeed to embrace a far more open-ended category of
“enemies” for attack.

In fact, during the past decade, religious terrorists or
members of various mainstream religious movements or
smaller “cults” in the United States and Israel come clos-
est to crossing the threshold of terrorist use of WMD or
evidencing the traits and tactical abilities to carry out such
attacks.  In 1984, for example, Christian white suprema-
cists began to stockpile cyanide, which they planned to
dump into reservoirs in Washington, D.C., and Chicago,
Illinois, thereby poisoning those cities’ populations.36  That
same year, in a far less serious but equally portentous
incident, followers of the Bagwhan Shree Rajneesh (an
Indian mystic who had established a large religious com-

mune in a small Oregon town in the United States) con-
taminated the salad-bars of restaurants with salmonella
bacteria in order to debilitate the local populace and
thereby “rig” a key municipal election.37  The aforemen-
tioned 1984 plot by Jewish terrorists to blow up an Is-
lamic shrine and thereby engineer a nuclear “holocaust”
in the Middle East provides another example.

More recently, three incidents reported in 1995 involved
persons with connections to various American Christian
white supremacist organizations who plotted to obtain
deadly toxins and contaminants.  In March, two mem-
bers of the Minnesota Patriots Council, a so-called “mili-
tia” organization, were convicted of stockpiling enough
ricin38 to kill at least 129 persons, allegedly as part of a
plan to murder Internal Revenue Service agents, U.S.
Marshals, and local deputy sheriffs.39  Two months later,
a man described as a “certified microbiologist”—who
also had links to the Idaho-based Aryan Nations white
supremacist umbrella organization—was able to order
lethal quantities of bubonic plague through the mail from
a Maryland biological supply firm.40  Finally, in Decem-
ber 1995, an Arkansas resident with reputed ties to white
supremacist “survivalist” groups in that state was arrested
at his rural farm on charges of having attempted to
smuggle 130 grams of ricin into the United States from
Canada.41

The potentially catastrophic casualties that might have
resulted from any of the above incidents—alongside the
consequences in Tokyo had the Aum sect’s nerve gas
attack reached its true killing potential, the previously cited
report of American white supremacists plotting to poison
water supplies, and the indications that the November
1995 assassination of Israeli Prime Minister Itzhak Rabin
was but a prelude to a campaign of mass murder by
Jewish religious extremists designed to disrupt the peace
process42—illustrate the religious terrorists’ deadly pro-
clivities. Indeed, the Aum sect’s 1995 nerve gas attack
on the Tokyo subway43 arguably demarcates a signifi-
cant historical watershed in terrorist tactics and weap-
onry.  This incident clearly demonstrated that it is possible,
even for ostensibly “amateur” terrorists, to execute a
successful chemical terrorist attack and may conceiv-
ably have raised the stakes for terrorists everywhere.
Accordingly, terrorist groups in the future may well feel
driven to emulate or surpass the Tokyo incident, either in
death and destruction or in the use of nonconventional
WMD in order to ensure the same, if not greater, media
coverage and public attention as that attack generated.
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IMPLICATIONS OF RELIGIOUS
TERRORISM AND WMD USE

The proliferation of religious terrorism also raises a
number of other disquieting possibilities and consequences
given that the members of many of these groups, sects,
and cults are what might be described as “amateur” ter-
rorists, in contrast to the relatively small number of  “pro-
fessionals” who dominated terrorism in the past.
Previously, terrorism was not just a matter of having the
will and motivation to act, but of having the capability to
do so—the requisite training, access to weaponry, and
operational knowledge. These were not entirely readily
available capabilities and were generally acquired through
training undertaken in camps known to be run by either
other terrorist organizations or in concert with the terror-
ists’ state-sponsors.44 Today, however, the means and
methods of terrorism can be easily obtained at bookstores,
from mail-order publishers, on CD-ROM, or even over
the Internet.45 Relying on such commercially published
or readily accessible bomb-making manuals and opera-
tional guides to poisons, assassinations, and chemical and
biological weapons fabrication,46 the “amateur” terrorist
can be just as deadly and destructive as his more “pro-
fessional” counterpart.47

Terrorism, accordingly, has arguably become acces-
sible to anyone with a grievance, an agenda, a purpose,
or any idiosyncratic combination of the above.48 With
regard to WMD in particular, this has already been dem-
onstrated by the three incidents reported in 1995 that
involved persons with connections to various U.S. white
supremacist organizations. To cite another example of
the potentially lethal power of “amateur” terrorists using
WMD, it is believed that the 1993 World Trade Center
bombers’ intent (as previously noted) was in fact to bring
down one of the 110-story twin towers on top of the
other as well as release a toxic cloud of sodium cyanide
into the damaged tower that allegedly would have killed
any survivors of the initial blast.49  By comparison, there
is no evidence that either the secular or “professional”
terrorists of the past—the persons we once considered
to be the world’s arch-terrorists, such as the Carloses,
Abu Nidals, and Abul Abbases—ever contemplated,
much less attempted, to destroy completely a high-rise
office building packed with people or to enhance their
attack by deploying a chemical weapon.

Moreover, the availability of critical material—in addi-
tion to the requisite information—required to undertake
WMD attacks, may already have been facilitated by the

proliferation of fissile materials from the former-Soviet
Union and the putative illicit market in nuclear materials
that is reportedly surfacing in Eastern and Central Eu-
rope.50 Admittedly, while much of the material seen on
offer as part of this “black market” cannot be classified
as strategic nuclear material (that is, suitable in the con-
struction a fissionable explosive device), such highly-toxic
radioactive agents could potentially be easily paired with
conventional explosives and turned into a crude, non-fis-
sionable atomic bomb (e.g., “dirty” bomb).  For example,
a combination fertilizer truck bomb with radioactive agents
could not only have destroyed one of the World Trade
Center’s towers, but could have rendered a considerable
chunk of prime real estate in one of the world’s financial
nerve centers indefinitely unusable because of radioac-
tive contamination. The disruption to commerce that
would be caused, the attendant publicity and enhanced
coercive power of terrorists armed with such “dirty”
bombs (which are arguably more credible threats than
terrorist acquisition of nuclear weapons) are extremely
disquieting. Such a device could not only physically de-
stroy a target, but contaminate the surrounding area for
decades to come.

CONCLUSION: A DISQUIETING
TRAJECTORY

The growth of religious terrorism and its emergence
in recent years as a driving force behind international
terrorism’s rising lethality shatters some of our most ba-
sic assumptions about terrorists and the violence they
commit.  It also raises serious questions about the con-
tinued relevance of much of the conventional wisdom on
terrorism—particularly as it pertains to potential future
terrorist use of WMD.  In the past, most analyses of the
possibility of mass indiscriminate killing involving chemi-
cal, biological, radiological, or nuclear terrorism tended
to discount it for some of the reasons previously recounted.
Few terrorists, it was argued, knew anything about the
technical intricacies of either developing or then dispers-
ing such weapons.  Political, moral, and practical consid-
erations were also perceived as important restraints on
terrorist use of WMD.  Finally, terrorists, we assured
ourselves, wanted more people watching than dead.
Therefore, we believed that terrorists arguably had little
interest and still less to gain from killing wantonly and
indiscriminately.  While some of these arguments per-
haps are still pertinent to most secular terrorists, inci-
dents like the nerve gas attack on the Tokyo subway and
the World Trade Center and Oklahoma City bombings in
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particular, would appear to render them dangerously
anachronistic.

In sum, there are compelling new motives, such as
those raised by religious terrorism, that—coupled with
increased opportunities and capabilities (e.g., greater and/
or easier access to critical information and key compo-
nents involving WMD)—could portend for an even
bloodier and more destructive era of violence than be-
fore. Certainly, this combination of motive, opportunity
and capability implicit in religious justifications of violence
could launch terrorism on a trajectory towards higher
levels of lethality and destruction, perhaps employing
WMD.
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